# Lesson plan

## Immigration

### Topic
- Immigration

### Aims
- To practise speaking skills, in the context of discussing immigration and emigration
- To practise writing skills, writing a poem about immigration and a postcard to a friend

### Age group
- 12 - adult

### Level
- B1 +

### Time
- 60 - 90 minutes

### Materials
1. Immigration Student worksheet
2. Internet links:
   - [http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-30243472](http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-30243472) - news article looking at immigration statistics for the UK
   - [http://www.theguardian.com/flash/0,,1690291,00.html](http://www.theguardian.com/flash/0,,1690291,00.html) - interactive map showing immigration trends in the UK
**Introduction**

This lesson is based on the topic of immigration. Needless to say, depending on where you are teaching, this could be a highly sensitive topic, which may generate strong opinions. When approaching a topic like immigration do take into account the backgrounds of your students and make sure nobody will be made to feel uncomfortable. This lesson is better suited to older teenagers and higher levels that have the linguistic resources and maturity to deal with the subject.

Firstly, students will solve a simple anagram to introduce the topic, which should be followed by some introductory questions. You can also show some newspaper images related to immigration, preferably from the country you are in. Task 1 asks students to discuss the reasons that people emigrate and rank them in order. Task 2 is a creative writing task and Task 3 asks students to empathise with immigrants to their own country and to write a postcard home telling their friends how they are settling in. There is a discussion activity and Task 4 requires students to imagine they are going to be evacuated to Britain.

**Procedure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Anagram – introducing the topic</strong></td>
<td>Write the word IMMIGRATION on the board in a jumbled order such as GOMITRAIMNI and to start the class ask students to unjumble the word. When they have guessed the topic, start by asking students some general questions about immigration. If possible, personalise to the country you are working in. If you can, find some newspaper articles about immigration and some photos of recent immigration stories where you are.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Task 1 – thinking about reasons for emigration</strong></td>
<td>Ask your students, ‘Why do people decide to emigrate to other countries?’ They will probably come up with many ideas which you could write up on the board. At this stage you may need to help students with new vocabulary. Try to think about how you will explain the new vocabulary before you go into the class. Discuss their ideas as they appear depending on how much time you have. Then ask students to try to rank the ideas in order from the most to the least important. Encourage the groups to discuss amongst themselves and do stress that it doesn’t matter if the members of the group don’t always agree with each other. Make it clear that students can also add their ideas to the list. When they have finished, join groups together to compare their ideas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **3. Task 2 – Immigration Poem** | This is a challenging task for even the highest levels as it asks students to express their thoughts on the topic of immigration by producing a poem using the stem word ‘Immigration’. Give an example of your own on the board. The poem doesn’t have to rhyme at all and let students be as creative as possible with how they decide to produce the piece of writing. When students have created their poem they could share them with the rest of the group. 
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4. Task 3 – Send a postcard home
This is a task which requires your students to empathise with immigrants to their country. If you are able to, ask your students in advance to bring in a postcard of their town/city in order to really write a postcard home. You could decide with your group where ‘home’ was. Alternatively you could buy some postcards to give out to your students or use the postcard template provided. This task will need a lot of preparation so that the students can attempt to put themselves into the shoes of the immigrants in their country.

5. Discussion
Put your students into groups of three or four. Copy and cut up one copy of the discussion statements for each group. (See discussion cards). Ask students to take turns to choose a statement and read it out to the group. Set a time limit (depending on the level and interest of your students) and ask students to discuss the statements for the set time. You might want to review language for agreeing and disagreeing before students begin. During the discussions monitor carefully and be available to feed in new language when required. Follow up the group discussions by asking each group to summarise the main points discussed and to tell the whole class.

6. Task 4 – Emigration Emergency
Set the scene for the task by telling your students to imagine that when they arrive home tonight their parents tell them the news that their family is going to emigrate to Britain. If your students know about a specific city or part of the country from previous lessons you could state exactly where they’re moving to. Ask students to fill in the table with their thoughts and plans as if they were going to move permanently to the UK.
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